
*  Frequency   is  2.0  -   11.5
MHz

xxxy:xxy:xx:x

yrx:xRTxy:xx

*  Minimum  Frequency  is
1,0-3.a          MHz         and
Maximum          Frequency
11.5  MHz

y:xxy:xxxxx

y:xxy:xxyxx:x

Bidders  who  have  already  submitted   bids  are  hereby  informed  that  they  are
allowed  to  modify  or  withdraw  their  bids,   if  necessary,   before  the  scheduled
opening  of bid envelopes.

For   modifications   in   your   original   submitted   bid,   kindly   submit   new   bidding
documents (sealed and  marked as "Modified Bid'') and have these received at the
Office  of  the  Bids  and  Awards  Secretariat.  Bid  modifications  received  after  the
deadline shall  not be considered  and  shall  be  returned  to the  bidder unopened.
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Date :

ITB  NO. :
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BID BULLETIN NO. 02

19 September 2022

bac-22-0907A

Project Name:          Supply and Delivery of 2D Echo Machine -PCCH

ABC= Php9,630,679.00

To all prospective bidders:

This   Bid   Bulletin   is   issued   to   clarify,   supplement,   modify   and/or   revise   the

particular sections in the Bid and Contract Documents as stipulated  in the Bidding
Documents  issued  on  7  September  2022.    The  Bidders  shall  take  note  of  the
following   items   carefully   and   consider   them   in   the   preparation   of  their   bid

proposals, as they shall form  part of the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS.

Item Previous Specification/ Amendment/ Response to
Clarification/ Request to Consider Clarification

1 PREVIOUS            SECTION            VII. AMEND MENT     TO     SEC-TION     VIE.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSY:XXY:XX:XXX:X TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSy:X:XRTXXXX

I

ITEM SPECIFICATION ITEM SPECIFICATION
1 2D  Echo  Machine 1              I 2D  Echo  Machine

y:xx:xurxy:xx y:xxurxx:xx
User     Interface     Operator User     Interface     Operator
Keyboard                 (minimum Keyboard                  (minimum
specifications or better) specifications or better)

*Drawer type A/N keyboard *Drawer type A/N  keyboard
(Option) (option)          or          Physicalkeyboardsupportfor



* Physical keyboard support
for  international  characters
in  7  languages (option)

i:xxxx:xy:xx:x

LCD       Monitor       (minimum
specifications or better)

*256   shades   of  gray   and
16.7    million    simultaneous
colors available

xxxxxxy:xx
Operating  Modes

* 2D tissue

*  2D angio flow

*    Curved    anatomical     M-

mode

*     Tissue     synchronization
imaging

*   AFI   Automated   Function
Imaging

* Coded phase inversion

ytxxxxxxxx

Transducers/Probes:
(minimum  specifications  or
better)

*    Phased    Array    Adult    -
Active-Matrix Single Crystal

y:xx:xxxxxxx
Li near Array

international characters in 7
languages (option)

y:Xxy:XX:XYX:X:X

LCD       Monitor       (minimum
specifications or better)

*256   shades   of  gray   and
16,7    million    simultaneous
colors     available     or     its
equivalent

y:xx:xy:xxy:xx

Operating  Modes

*2D        tissue        or        its
equivalent

*2D     angio     flow    ®or     its

equivalent

*  Curved or  anatomical  M-
mode

*     Tissue     synchronization
imaging or its equjva]ent

*   AFI   Automated   Function
lmaging or its equivalent

* Coded  phase  inversion  or
its equivalent

yrxxy::Kxy:xx

Transducers/Probes:
(minimum  specifications  or
better)

*    Phased    Array    Adult    -
Active-Matrix  Single  Crystal
or Single Crystal

RTJAy:X:Xy:XX

Linear Array
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